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	name company: Natalie Miles
	name performance: Sensory Cyr II (working title)
	summary: Sensory Cyr II is a visual and aural show that gives the audience the very up-close and intimate experience of being inside a circus show. The show will be performed around the whole space, including throughout the audience. At times the audience may need to look behind them to see what is happening, or be told to not look a certain direction, close their eyes and tune in on the sounds, or not to do something. Will they give into temptation and curiosity and look? And if they do look, do they see what they expect to see? 
	ready to tour: Off
	in creation: On
	Premiere date: Circunstruction - 12 / 13 November 2021 Maaspodium Rotterdam
	Duration of performance in min: 15 - 20 minutes
	Type: Indoor
	language: English (Dutch possible)
	Target audience: Ages 13 and above
	yes: On
	dimensions stage: 12 x 12 x 2.4m minimum
	audience orientation: Audience will be seated throughout the room wherever they choose
	Yes: Off
	(if yes: what type of rigging): 
	set up time: Unsure at this time, estimate less than 1 hour
	break down time: Unsure at this time, estimate less than 1 hour
	other: Sensory Cyr II will be performed in a space where there are no permanent fixtures. Audience members will each be given their chair on entry and instructed to place their chair on any X marked on the floor, facing in any direction they choose. The X™s will be marked in sections throughout the room, including in the centre of the room.
Flooring: Dance floor or similar. No carpet.
	name contact: Natalie Miles
	email contact: miles.natalieanna@gmail.com
	phone contact: +31 6 3885 6073
	credits: Credits to Jördis Cordua 
Maaike van Langen
Circusstad and Circunstruction

	website: 
	video: https://vimeo.com/user114360979
	socials: instagram.com/miles.nat
	no: Off
	no: 1


